


Because AutoCAD  Architecture has been developed 
with architectural AutoCAD users in mind, David was 
able to make the transition smoothly, ensuring that 
there were no blips in his service to his new clients.
Working with Key Systems, he has been able to 
gradually add to his skills using the software and now 
feels he is reaping the real benefits of the solution.

“It’s become easier and easier to use over time and 

Autodesk VIZ. I can show the affect of trees and 
lighting on the building using shading and end up with 
lifelike images which are great to show to clients.”

“In fact, I’m designing a replacement house at the 
moment which is on a hillside.  I’ve managed to 
produce a terrain model to show how it will sit.  I’ve 
also been able to show a curved glass roof and I am 
really pleased with the results so far.”

He explains that he particularly likes the way that 
different views and elevations can be produced from 

AutoCAD Architecture automates many drafting 
processes, it enables me to quickly explore different 
possibilities and end up with a high quality, more 
innovative end design.

“I’m not an artist, but I find it simpler to portray the 
initial ideas that are in my head by creating them as 
a simple sketch to begin with. I then develop that 
 drawing during the course of the design process by
adding more and more detail using a combination
of both basic AutoCAD and the array of AutoCAD
Architecture functions. 

“By operating like this I end up with quite a 

this stage, in fact at any stage during this process, 

AutoCAD Architecture can automatically create 
extremely accurate plans, elevations, sections, 
perspectives and it gives you the flexibility to
further enhance these automatically generated
results by either using an additional set of AutoCAD
Architecture functions
techniques.”

Wayne Pardoe of Key Systems says that Dreamspell 
Designs Ltd is one of many smaller architectural 
firms discovering how AutoCAD Architecture can 
help.  “It’s a combination of factors,” he says.  “Firstly 
it’s versatile – you can even just use the AutoCAD 
functionality if, for example, you suddenly need to 
bring in contract staff.  Also, because it helps users 
work more efficiently, they can get through more 
assignments, without taking on extra staff.

“Its visualisation functionality is also a big attraction.
Homeowners, for example, are becoming far more 
sophisticated in what they expect from an architect.
They now often expect to see a 3D drawing of their 
extension, for example, and if they do, it can help 
ensure the design is exactly want they want.”

In the meantime, David Chaddock continues to 
build his skills using AutoCAD Architecture.  And 
importantly, this is something he enjoys doing. 
“I couldn’t go back to any other type of solution now,” 
he says.  “I actually find using AutoCAD Architecture 
is great fun.

“But best of all, I strongly believe it’s also helping me 
win new business too.”

For more information
To learn more visit us on the web at
www.autodesk.co.uk/autocadarchitecture
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